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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that certain nonlinear ordinary differential equations can be 
solved in terms of the solution of a related linear ordinary differential equa- 
tion. Although Kamke [l] lists at least twenty such nonlinear differential 
equations, a note by Pinney [2] seems to be the starting point of recent 
interest [3-lo] in this method of solution. Ames [ll] gives a summary of 
results and references through 1965. Solutions of specific nonlinear differential 
equations [lo] have also served as the basis of solution for nonlinear equations. 
The differential equation whose solutions are used to solve another differ- 
ential equations will be called the base equation. 
Compared .to ordinary differential equations, the use of base equations for 
solving nonlinear partial differential equations is not as extensive. Ames [12] 
has discussed certain equations equivalent to linear forms. Along the same 
lines, Dasarathy [13] has shown through a transformation technique the 
equivalence of a class of second-order nonlinear equations to third-order 
linear equations. Montroll [14] h as used the idea of a base equation in solving 
nonlinear equations describing population growth and diffusion. Recently, 
Reid and Pritchard [15] have extended a nonlinear differential equation due 
to Herbst [ 16, Eq. IV] to one of n-dimensions, for which initial value problems 
may be posed if certain conditions are met by the solution of the base equa- 
tion. Without being so designated, the base equation technique has been 
used in constructing nonlinear quantum field theories in which the Klein- 
Gordon equation becomes the base equation (see, e.g. [17-191). We mention 
that Chambers [20] employed solutions of the scalar wave equation to form 
solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation. 
In this paper we apply the base equation method to obtain a class of non- 
linear partial differential equations of the second order. Rather elaborate 
analyses [lO-111 have been used to establish forms of nonlinear ordinary 
differential equations. However, to derive a number of important equations it 
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is sufficient to use a direct substitution technique [2-51, which we extend to n 
independent variables. We first assume the form of a linear differential 
operator L and the form of a function G(X) and then determine the nonlinear 
terms R from the relation 
where 
L@(x) = R(x, @, @A, a2: = aqax, 
x = (x1 )...) x,) (1.2) 
denotes a set of 71 independent variables. Performing the operations on the 
left side of (1.1) an d invoking the use of the base equation provide an identity 
for R. The function CD will certainly satisfy the resulting nonlinear equation. 
We will find that the nonlinear terms have the same form as those found for 
the ordinary differential equations, provided we introduce a formal generaliza- 
tion of the Wronskian. Hence, it is necessary only to demonstrate the calcula- 
tion for a single choice of @. For other choices of Cp the nonlinear partial 
differential equation will follow by inspection from the analogous ordinary 
equation. 
We define L and CD in Section 2 and perform the calculation indicated by 
(1.1) to obtain explicitly the nonlinear terms. A generalized Wronskian is 
defined. In Section 3, we examine a special case to illustrate the generation 
of specific nonlinear equations, and we suggest an algorithm for analyzing a 
given nonlinear equation. The possibility of describing initial value problems 
is considered in Section 4. We determine a sufficient condition for constant 
coefficients of the nonlinear terms in Section 5. Applications to a nonlinear 
differential equation encountered in quantum field theory are discussed in 
Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we obtain a result for a nonlinear base equation. 
2. LINEAR BASE EQUATION 
We define a linear operator L, as 
L, = i fij(X) a2px,axj + i g,(x) apxi + Hz(x), (2.1) 
i,+l $4 
and for CD we construct the function 
@ = (UZP + bzF)~l~, (2.2) 
where k and m are assumed real and nonzero. The constants a and b are 
arbitrary, and the functions U(X) and V(X) are assumed to satisfy the linear 
base equation 
L*$ = 0, (2.3) 
4%d47/3-6 
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where L, is (2.1) with k = 1. The function @ satisfies the nonlinear partial 
differential equation 
L,@ = (1 - 1) cl-1 f fij@$sjzj + k(m - 1) ab(z@-a Ws@r-smJ, klz 1, 
i,j=l (2.4) 
provided that W2 is defined by 
w2 = i fij[u2w,iv,j - zlw(u,~o,j + zI,,u,J + V2UZiUZi]. (2.5) 
id=1 
To prove this statement we substitute (2.1) and (2.2) into (1 .l) and calculate 
the left side. The calculation is readily made in terms of the quantity 
Ai = uu”-lu,, + bwm-lv,i (2.6) 
defined such that 
@ = k@l-mZA. 2% 2 . 
Using (2.6) and (2.7), we express (1.1) as 
(2.7) 
k2(1 - ml) f fiiA, + kQmz 
i,j=l [. 
i$l fij(Ai)zz + f g,A, + ham’] = ~~~~~~~~ 
i=l (2.V 
We can simplify the expression in brackets in (2.8) by using the form of @ 
and the condition that u and v satisfy (2.3). We are left with the result 
k(k - 1) i fijAiAi + k(m - 1) ab(uv)“-2 W2 = @J~+~R, 
i,j=l 
(2.9) 
where W2 is given by (2.5). From (2.7) we can obtain an alternative expression 
for Ai , which, when used in (2.9), leads to the equation 
(1 - 1) @*ml-s i$l fij@ri@zj + k(m - 1) ab(u~)~-~ W2 = @2mz-1R, (2.10) 
from which we can identify R as the nonlinear terms given in (2.4). 
The nonlinear terms of (2.4) are clearly analogous to the nonlinear terms 
of [4, Eq. (18)], obtained with (2.2) as a function of a single independent 
variable. The nonlinear partial differential equation corresponding to (2.1) and 
CD = (aurn + mbdvn + CP)~I~, j+n=m, (2.11) 
can be written down immediately from [4, Eqs. (24)-(25)]. 
We note that if u = Cv, where C is any constant, then W* given by (2.5) 
vanishes. In this sense, W is a generalization of the Wronskian of ordinary 
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second-order differential equations. It is also possible that W may vanish 
when u # Cv; this possibility is demonstrated in the next section. For the 
case u = Cv we have the important equation 
(2.12) 
which is satisfied by 
Q, = tik, (2.13) 
where we have C = [(l - a)/6]ll”. We would also get (2.12) and (2.13) if 
v = 0, u # 0, and a = 1. Equation (2.12) generalizes a class of equations with 
quadratic nonlinearities, such as those considered by Montroll [21]. 
The form of (2.12) also follows from (2.4) with m = 1 and u # Cv, but 
the solution becomes 
!D = (au + bv)“. (2.14) 
With fii(x) = 0, i # j, fii(x) = const, K = 2, and with gi(x) and h(x) appro- 
priately defined, (2.12) and (2.14) extend the one-dimensional quantum 
probability equation considered in [22] to two and three dimensions. 
3. AN EXAMPLE AND AN ALGORITHM 
Although the linear base equation (2.3) follows from (2.4) with k = m == 1, 
it is worthwhile to point out that (2.3) and its solution exist independently 
of the nonlinear equation (2.4). Th us any two particular solutions u and v 
may be selected to form the function @, and, since the explicit forms of U(X) 
and V(X) are known, the coefficients of the nonlinear terms of (2.4) are explicit 
functions of X. Therefore, the solutions to the base equation can be used, 
through the combination (uv)~-~ W2, to generate a large set of nonlinear 
equations satisfied by the form Sp. 
We now consider an explicit example in two variables x1 and x2 . The 
solution of the equation [23, p. 1761 
w2hz,zz - x22$,e"z - 2xd,, + 2x2&-, - w = 0 (3.1) 
is given by 
+ = x22F,(xl) + xP2(w2), (3.2) 
where Fl and F2 are arbitrary functions of their arguments. For the particular 
choices 
Fl = cos x1 , u = x22 cos x1 , (3.3) 
5'2 ==xlxz, v = x1x22 7 (3.4) 
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we find that W2 is identically zero. Thus the nonlinear equation 
XlX2%,Z, - %2Rz2,, - + 2x,@,, - 2k@ 
(3.5) 
= (I - Z) @-l(XIXZ@je,@z, - x2”@,,) 
has the solution 
@ = x;yu COP x1 + bxl”)“‘“. (3.6) 
A similar result holds when cos x1 is replaced by sin x, . Other choices of u 
and ~1 from (3.2) yield nonvanishing W. For example, ifF, and Fz are arbitrary 
nonzero constants we have 
W2 = -(FlFJ2 xz2. (3.7) 
For m # 1, the corresponding nonlinear equation is 
LCD = (1 - I) @-1(x1x2@,l@,2 - x22@;,) + abX;m@1-2mz, (3.8) 
with the solution 
@ = (F&’ [a - Zxc,m/F;mk(m - l)]“‘“, (3.9) 
where L@ in (3.8) d enotes the left side of (3.5). 
These examples suggest the following algorithm by which the solution of a 
given nonlinear equation may be found by our technique: The parameters k 
and m are adjusted and particular solutions u and v are found to match, 
through (uv)~-~ W2, the given nonlinear terms. The arbitrary constants a 
and b are chosen to give the required product. If these steps are possible for a 
given nonlinear equation then the question of initial conditions can be con- 
sidered. 
4. INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Initial value problems for equations of the form (2.12) have been considered 
in [15]. The solution (2.13), involving only one solution of the base equation, 
is particularly simple to adapt to initial value problems, provided u and 
&/ax, meet certain requirement. We will illustrate this statement. Following 
[15], let x,, denote initial values for any 712 of the n independent variables and 
let z denote the remaining n - m variables. Thus, we have 
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as a specified function of x, while the function 
is to be determined. From (2.13) it follows that 
and we note that an initial value problem is possible if Q,(z) # 0 when I < 0. 
A similar statement can be made for the first derivative 
where 
is some specified function. 
The circumstances are more complicated when both base solutions u and v 
are involved, as in (2.4). Initial conditions (4.3) and (4.4) still apply if it is 
possible to find a solution v(x) such that the coefficient (uv)~-~ W2 can be 
matched with the given equation and such that 
v(z, xg) = v&z) = 0, m # 1. (4.6) 
These initial conditions are straightforward generalizations of the one- 
dimensional problem solved by Pinney [2]. For convenience we have set 
a = 1. Clearly, when m = 2 the product uv is of no consequence, but the 
function W is generally not a constant. 
5. NONLINEAR TERM WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENT 
We now raise the question: Under what conditions is the factor (uv)~-~ W2 
constant? This is an important question because the coefficients of the non- 
linear terms are constant in many problems of physical interest. The supposi- 
tion that v = u-l is a solution of the base equation leads to a condition which 
is sufficient to insure that the factor is constant. Under this supposition, 
uv = 1, and only the function W2 remains. Using 11-r in (2.3), we find that u 
must also satisfy the equation 
u-2 2 fij(X) UXjUS, + h(x) = 0. (5.1) 
iA=1 
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With v = u-l in (2.5) the function W2 becomes 
w2 = 4u-= f f&x) u,,u,j . 
i.i=l 
(5.2) 
Comparison of (5.1) and (5.2) shows that 
w2 = -4h(x). (5.3) 
Therefore, a sufficient condition for the factor (uv)“-~ W2 to be constant, 
with v = ~6, is that h(x) be constant, 
When fij is constant and h is identically zero in (2.3), the solutions, with 
constant ai , 
u = C aixi , 
i&l 
v = const, (5.4) 
yield a constant for W. For this case, however, (uv)~-~ is constant only for 
m = 2. 
An equation equivalent to (5.1) can be established by use of the identity 
u& = nUn-1U,i”9 + n(n - 1) un-%& (5.5) 
with n = 2. We then find that u” satisfies the differential equation 
(5.6) 
This equation is linear in u* and has the form of (2.3). This is particularly 
important if the coefficients fij , gi , and h are constant, since u” then can be 
represented by a Fourier integral. 
6. APPLICATIONS TO A PROBLEM IN FIELD THEORY 
We now consider a special case of (2.4) which is of particular physical 
interest. The physical application is the field equation arising in the study 
of spin zero mesons, including a self interaction. This equation is 
afla,(r, + M~CD + w = 0, (6.1) 
with the Klein-Gordon as base equation, i.e., 
a,h + M2u = 0. (6.2) 
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In (6.1) and (6.2) M is the meson mass, X is the self-interaction coupling 
constant, and 8~ = (P, -V). Indices are lowered by the metric tensor 
gU” = diag(1, -1, -1, -1). S o u ions 1 t of the Cauchy problem for this dif- 
ferential equation have been discussed by several authors [24-271. Explicit 
solutions have been given for one value of the momentum by Chew [25] and 
Raczka [26]. The solutions which we give here differ from the previous in that 
they describe self-interacting systems for all times [28], rather than reducing 
to free particle solutions at t = &cc. 
In order to exploit the general method of solution described above, we 
must have 
1 = 1, (m - 1) ab(uv)“-a w%#J-am = h@3. (6.3) 
Consequently, we find m = -1. If we further require 
uv = 1, W2 = 4M2, (6.4) 
then we have 
-8abM2 = A. (6.5) 
Now consider the restriction imposed by (6.4). This condition requires that 
the second solution of the base equation must be the inverse of the first. 
Thus, we find that u must satisfy the additional equation 
aGuaFu + ~32 = 0. 
Therefore, if u satisfies (6.2) and (6.6) then a solution of (6.1) is 
@ = u(l - Xq8My. 
(64 
(6.7) 
As explicit examples, we may choose 
U(f) =~(*)ewE.z(2w)-l/2, w-3) 
where A’*) are constants and 
k *Z = k,x, - k * r, wlc = (k2 + M2)l12. (6.9) 
The general solutions, for one value of momentum, are elliptic functions 
[25-27. Solutions (6.7) and (6.8) h ave been employed in the study of the 
quantization of self-interacting fields [28-291’ which have the property that 
they describe self-interacting systems for all times. 
With the help of (6.2) and (6.6) we can obtain a differential equation for u” 
for arbitrary 71. This is 
a,aw + n2M2un = 0. (6.10) 
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As mentioned in the previous section, since this is a linear second-order 
differential equation with constant coefficients, the function un is guaranteed 
to have a Fourier decomposition. 
As a final comment on these solutions, we remark that the nonlinear term in 
(6.1) may be replaced by PJ+~, Q # 0, - 1, with no change in the details 
of the solutions. The particular solution for this case is 
@, = U[l - (X/4(q + 1) M2) u2*l-1’9, (6.11) 
where u must still satisfy (6.2) and (6.6). 
7. NONLINEAR BASE EQUATION 
In this section we present a nonlinear partial differential equation which is 
equivalent to a nonlinear base equation. The nonlinear equation 
+ k(” - 1) ab(zcv)“-2 lVQD-2ml, kl= 1, (7.1) 
has a solution of the form of (2.2), provided now that u and v satisfy the 
nonlinear equations 
L,$ = ZG(x) +1-m/2/3, (7.2) 
where p = a for 4 = u and /3 = b for C# = v. When a = b, the functions u 
and v satisfy the same base equation. 
Equation (7.1) may be obtained by adding the term G+l-“z to the left side 
of (2.4). It follows that the reduction of the equation analogous to (1.1) is 
unaffected provided that u and v satisfy (7.2). 
A particular case of (7.1) in one independent variable is encountered in the 
classical motion of charged particles in crossed electric and magnetic fields 
with cylindrical symmetry [30]. 
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